
Year 4 Overview 
Focus – History, Geography  

Rivers & Rainforests  
Wow: Trip to RHS Wisley or Local Habitat/Woodland trip. 

 

Summer Term 1 

 

Literacy 

Purposes: To inform, entertain, persuade and explain. 

Final pieces: 

1.  Magazine article about deforestation 

2. Jungle book narrative writing 

3. Persuasive poster persuading the public to create 

gardens that encourage wildlife.  

 

Mathematics 

Measurement: Money, Time  

Using different amounts of money, finding change and using a 

systematic approach when solving problems. Telling the time 

to the minute and reading and understanding both the digital 

and analogue clock (24hour).  

Statistics: Interpreting graphs, tables and data.  

 

 

Science 

Classifying animals 

Grouping and classifying living things using 

classification keys. Carrying out a local habitats 

survey and understand how the local environment 

is impacted. 

Geography  

Locate the rainforest of the world and 

explore how they are formed and their 

use.  

Explore the living things in the 

rainforest and the impact of 

deforestation. 

 

RE 

What does it mean to be a Jew? 

How Do 'Bishops in Action' Help Lead The 

Anglican Church In The Christian Faith Today? 

PSHE 

Diverse Britain 

Exploring rules, responsibilities, individual 

liberty, British values and celebrating 

differences    

Growth Mindset 

Developing positive attitudes to learning and 

celebrate resilience, challenge and effort.  

 

Computing 

Invent a game that teaches the user about the locations of 

Central/South American countries. Continue exploring microbits.  

Design Technology/Art 

 
Henri Rousseau – exploring rainforest 

artwork. 

Design a recipe that doesn’t use palm oil. 

Explore zoomed in animal print. 

 

Music 

Blackbird by The Beatles 

Listen, appraise and perform 

this song about civil rights.  

 

  

 

It is a song about civil rights. 

Listen to and appraise gospel 

music. Perform the song ‘Lean 

on me’ by Bill Withers.  

SMSC and British Values 
- Learning the rules, routines and expected behaviour in the classroom and developing a sense of enjoyment and fascination in learning about themselves, others and the 

world around them. 

- Understanding of the consequences of their behaviour and actions. 

 

PE 

Cricket (Tuesdays)  

Real PE (Fridays). 


